water and its presence in a rhythmical context, enabling
become capable of supporting Iife in so many ways.

it

to

Thomas Wilkes and Jochen Schwuchow
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News
Since the last issue of this Newsletter we have been inforrned
of the deaths of members Henry Goulden (27 March 20121
and Ron Jarman (12 August 20i2).

Rudolf Steiner on technology

In the December 20 10 issue of the journal Jupiter published
Section for Mathematics and Astronomy at the

by the

Goetheanum, Dornach, Srvitzerland appeared a 61-page review by Linus Feiten examining what Paui Emberson has recentiy published on the theme of modern technolog;-. Frt.rm [he
abstract of the English translation of the review we read that:
It is intended neither as a polemic, nor as an attempt to refute or falsifl' his comments. We are fully aware that Paul
Emberson and his colleagues have worked on this tl.reme for
many years, and thus know the relevant literature. Instead.
this review aims to enable readers ro gain an initial thorough overview of the theme. In addition, we shall not hide
the lact that, after several months of study in the Matherrraiir,rl-r\str iinoiiiical 3ec'rion ai tilc eoedTeäilirrr-i' of ' Paiil
Emberson's statements, we cannot go along with some of
the points he makes. Furthermore, after attempting to conespond with him and visit him personally, these unresolved
questions still await clarification. The irnpression remains
that in order to be able to follow Paul Emberson on all
points, one has, in a certain sense, to recognise him as an
authority. His involvement over many years with technology and Rudolf Steiner's work might give rise to such confidence in him. Moreover, Paul Emberson presents some of
his views as not exch.rsively his own observations, but refers
them to another authority, namely that of Rudolf Steiner,
whom many already regard as trustworthy. When it turns
out to be impossible to trace where a particular statement of
Rudolf Steiner is supposed to have come l}om, various people associated with the Goetheanum feel obliged to make
this clear, and bring tl-ris to the attention of people who,
having questions about Paul Emberson's comments, have
refened them to those responsible at the Goetheanum. Furthermore, the Goetheanum still genuinely wishes to communicate with Paul Emberson and Anthro-Tech, but in the
past months this has unfortunately been met with a wall of
silence. (Jupiter 7( I ), April 20 12)

The review contains the transcript of a letter from Madin
Schüpbach former chairman of the board of Weieda AG,
which had been approached for funding by Anthro-Tech in
which Schüpbach concludes: "...I regard Emberson as a flaud
who produces a lot of esoteric smoke round himself and uses it

to live comfortably on money lrom

supponers".

The source of Emberson's material used by Feiten is a series of
issues ol Anthro-Tech News - The journal of the Anthro-Tech
Institute for research and developmenl of moral technolog,t
fiom the period 2004 to 2009. ln Anthro-Tech News number

13 (Winter 201112012), published

in

English, an unnamed

person, presumably Paul Emberson, wrote a robust 5-page
resFonse to Feiten's critique. Anthro-Tech ,Vews can be ob-

tained frcm Anthro-Tech Nervs, CH- I 669 t-es Sciernesd'i\lbeuve. Switzerland. Full details of recent issues of .lupiter
can be found in the PLrblications section of this newsletter.

Healing Water Foundation
Now a small dedicateC group are working to carr)' on .Iohn
Wilkes' legacy. Ian 'lrousdell. Director of the Foundation, is
working r,vith Deborah Watts and Louise Coe who are supported by a group of Trustees that include John's son, Thomas
Wilkes. Paul Van Dijk. the sculptor. is closely involved as a
visiting course teacher from Holland.
\Ä/e are ernbarking on a lour vear development plan of
sieariy growth that will see the reaiisation of the aims at the
heart of the Foundation and its flounder. Our vision is to share
Johm Wilkes' insights into ri'ater and rvays of working with
nature to help water continue to support life worldwide.
The first step in this neu,phase is to raise f145,000, to secure orvnership of the building at Emerson College, opened by
John in 2001, and an acre of useful land around it; and to provide core fundrng to secure the staff and running costs lor the
first phase ofthis neu derelopment. \\/e have so far achieved
t69,500.
We leel confident that our dedicated team can continue the

llork of the Healing Water Foundation. and share
Wilkes'understanding of the creative secrets of

r.vater

John

with the

g orld.

If 1ou ri ant to knou more about the u'ork of the Foundation
donation. please email us at admin@healing-

or make a

water.org or call us on (+44) 1342 82'7965."
lan Trogsdell, Director, on. behalf of the Healing Water
Foundation, Pixton Hil1, Harlfield Road, Forest Row East Sussex RH l8 5JA. www.healing-water.org
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Mineral water quality

-

!

Glass or PET bottles: a quality

comparison using three methodsl
At[ichael Jacobi, Christine Sutter-Picariello, Dorian Schmidt,

Peter Stolz, Manfred Schleyer

Bottled mineral water
What do we quench out thirst with? In Germany consumption
of mineral and table r.vater packed in glass or PET (polyethyleneterephthalate) bottles is on the increase. At 0.4 litres per
person per day, mineral water consumption has reached almost
half the average amount that we drink daiiy. Mineral water
containers comprise PET bottles (singie or reusable), glass
bottles (largely reusable) or cardboard packs. A study2 has
shown that it is fiequently not the taste that causes the consumer to prefer bonled to tap water, which in many places
especially in Austria, Germany and Switzerland is every bit as
good as good bottled waters. lt is probably more likely to be
the image rather than the quality which drives the choice of
bottled water although it is between forty and two thousand
times more expensive. Lack of confidence in tap waters is fu-

elled by ffequent reports of environmental contamination,
combined with the increased ease of detecting ever lower concentrations of contaminants because of progress in analytical
and measuring techniques.3 In view of this, it is not unimportant to know whether or not the boltles themselves can cause a
change in quality.

Figure l:
Drop picrures of mineral water from
glass bottles with a PE cap

:a.

Figure 2:
Top

-

alu-

minium cap
with a foam
plastic inserl
Bottom

Aluminium
cap with a
plastic film
seal

The numbers in Figs. l-3 indicate
the numbers of the consecutive
drop pictttres in each experiment.

';' '*l*i\,'

Figure 3:
Drop-pictures of mineral' water
liom a glass reusable bottle with an
aluminium cap fitted with a foam
plastic insert (Fig. 2, top)

Figure 4:
Drop-pictures of mineral water
liom a PET bottle rvith a PE cap

Following our first bottled mineral water project4 in 2006,
we carried out further research in 2010-2011, only this time
with three rnethods. in order to find out whether the bottles
commonly found in shops, glass and PET (both types single
use and reusable) and cardboard, influenced the quality of the
water insicie them and, if so, how this occurs. 'l'he contents of
twelve mineral water containers from seven bottling factories
were selected and the original contents investigated: six in
glass, five in PET and one in cardboard ('IetraPak). In order to
assess possible physical effects, all bottles were thoroughly
rinsed and re-filled with our repeatedly tested reference spring
water and then re-tested.

Thlee rnethods ol investigalion
Using chernical analysis, the drop-picture method, and an extended senscry analysis we aimed to arrive at a holistic picture
of water quality from three different angles.

l. Chemical analysis
Chemical analysis (in this study by gas chromatographv and
mass spectl'ometry) was used to determine unwanted sLtbstances and their concentrations which are present in drinking
water and which in several instances can bring about acute or
chronic impairments of health.

Glass can be considered the best botlle material, as evidenced
b1,all three methods (Fig. l). It releases almost no foreign substances into water, leaves the flow behaviour unchanged and
lets tlre water express its effect. However, with reusable glass

bottles, possible residues from the bottle cleaning process
come into consideration. Thus, with insufficiently rinsed reusable bottles, a distinct dirainution of the flow quality of water
caused by cleaning agents occurs. A further limitation of the
wafer quality was observed with certain caps. Polyethylene
(PE) caps and aluminium caps with a plastic film as a seal
(Fig. 2, right cap) were unremarkable. But, in the water tests,
caps with a foam plastic insert as a seal (Fig. 2, left cap),
which are used as closures for some glass bottles, showed
r:learly measurable concentrations of plasticizers. These waters

were classified regarding flow dynamics as spoilt (Fig. 3).
Chemical analysis of water from PET bonles and cardboard
cartons (TetraPak) showed contamination. By extended sensory analysis hardening effects were reported. And in the droppicture er:periment an influence on the inner motility of water
was to some extent observed.
Results of the three ditferent methods
1. The exterrded sensorv anal-vsis showed that many mineral
u,aters exhibited good drinking qualities, such as refreshing
and invigorating. enveloping riith streaming and empowering
fbrces. and a strengthening olconsciousness. In addition, perceptions arose uhich describe the u,ater's individual quality.
Glass bottles allori'ed \\aters to best express this when they
\\'ere not spoilt br inappropriate caps such as those of alumin-

ium ri'ith a soft. foam plastic material. With pET bottles. the
uater-n'pical perceptions rvere greatly reduced and such $.aters showed rigidifl,ing or solidifoing properties. Such a tendency was even more pronounced rvith TetraPak.

Drop-picture 30 from Figs. 1 and 3.
2. Drop-picture method
This shows the inner flow dynamics of a water sample. Deterioration in the flow dynamics of water indicates significant
disturbances in its composition.5 Five drop-picture experiments were made from each original bottle contents, as well as
for the contents of the previously emptied, rinsed bottles that
were frlled with the reference spring water. With additional
tests we examined whether an already demonstrated deterioration arose from the bottle or the cap material.
3. Extended sensory analysis

From the assessment of food quality by sensory analysis it is
known that trained and experienced testers can detect by taste
a whole array of additional features besides the qualities sweet,

sour, salty and bitter. A few examples of them are full,
rounded, hard, soft and sparkling. Such terms indicate that
tasters can describe the effects on their organism that they experience from the food . These can be identified and compared
with the characteristics found when tasting a known reference
water such as pure spring water. With this it is easy to see pro-

cesses in connection which, stimulated by the water, are
working actively in the physiology of the tester.6
Bottles are not all the same
The bottles in use give no cause to expect acute health impairment. But some elear quality changes can be demonstrated
depending on the bottle material, cap type and repeated use.

2. Waters from unspoilt glass (Fig. 1) or PET (Fig. a) botles
gave living, multiform drop-pictures with great 'species diversity' of the eddy forms. comparable with the drop-pictures of a
good spring water that is in its original natural state. Water
from some PET bottles and ffom the cardboard carton produced a supra-eddying of the rvater which is fiequentli, evidence of the influence of substances that do not belong in
drinking water. To some extent diminutions in the flow diversity occurred depending on the type ofcap. Caps ofPE had no
effect on the drop-pictures of water liom glass or PET bottles.
In contrast to the single use glass bottles with PE caps, the
water samples in reusable bottles with aluminium caps containing soft foam sealing material clearly restricted the droppicture flow dynamics (Fig. 3). After rinsing out the reusable
bottles and using a PE cap, this spoilage disappeared.
3. Chemical analysis with reference samples of known concentration showed the presence of various water contaminants
in low concentrations. Although all the measured amounts of
these substances were within currently valid legal limits, the
substances are to be regarded as an avoidable adulteration of

water. Only the water from glass bottles with PE caps was
residue free. Low concentrations of contaminants occurred in
water from other glass bottles as a result ofthe cap seals. The
aluminium cap with a soft foam plastic sealant released detectable quantities of plasticizers. Glass bottles in comparison with
PET bottles showed hardly any detectable substances typical
of plastics, and lower values for antimony. The cardboard
carton (TetraPak) showed in low concentrations a great num-

ber of contaminants in the water. The mineral waters in reusable bottles had small amounts of additional substances which
are probably residues from the washing process.

Summary
Firstly we can rule out any acute health risk fiom the materials
that are used. Nevertheless, the results raise the question as to
whether they give cause for satisfaction. Properly characterising the quality of any particular thing goes beyond establishing
whether or not acute dangers may arise. The materials used in
the manufacturing and packing processes, when considered
together, result in significant quantities of substances entering
our food whose long term consequences are hard to envisage.
The drinking water regulations require the reduction of contaminants in tap water to a minimum. We should demand the
same for bottled water.
This research shows that it is already possible to supply uncontaminated water in glass bottles fitted with an appropriate
cap. This allows water, an imporlant part of our sustenance, to
express its original quality without being spoilt.

the new Field Cenrre; Report on future developments; Other
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contributions? Business: arranging future

meet-

ingsiconferences/joining up with other science groups. Close:
4:30 p.m.
If you are interested in attending, but do not normally receive notification of Section meetings, piease contact Alex
Murrell, 26 Arundel Drive, Rodborough, Stroud, GL5 3SH.
Tel : 0 1 45 3 7 66484 Email : alexandermurrell(@hotmail. com.

Research Group

Following the death of Henry Goulden, the next meeting in
Buckfastleigh of the Research Group is likely to be devoted to
considering its future form and direction.. Such a meeting will
probably take place in Spring 2013.
For further information please contact: Paul Courtney,
PaulRC@btinternet.com, I Surrenden Road, Brighton, East
Sussex, BNI 6PA. Home: 01273 551080 Mobile: 07903

This research was carried out in cooperation with Peter Stolz,

KWALIS Qualitätsforschung Fulda GmbH, Fulda, for the
chemical analysis, and Dorian Schmidt, Forschungsring Biologisch-Dynamische Wirtschaftsweise e.V. Danrrstadt, for
the extended sensory analysis. Christian Liess and Andreas
Wilkens also participated in the project. The execution of the
project was possible thanks to the support of the Interessengemeinschaft fur gesunde Lebensmittel, Fulda, the MahleStiftung, Stuttgart, and an additional donor.

l.
2.
3.
4.

Revised edition of an article in IG F LIR Zertung, lnteressengemeinschaft für gesunde Lebensmittel, Fulda, 1, 2012, pp. 4-5;
this is a slightly changed edition of an article in Das
Goetheanum 42, pp. 14-15, Dornach, Switzerland, (20 I 1).
Uwe Pöhls: Mineralwasser vs. Leitungswasser - eine Frage der
Qualität. Lifestyle oder nur Ideologie? Ergebnisse einer explorali'. r-n S:uCie. iESl,, \leus-., \\'ei;: ri'i;ü.ii;i..'ie.

Ko2i\ek, F. (2012) Medikamentenrückstände in Trinkwasser.
Wass erzeic he n 35, April.
Wolfiam Schwenk: Mineralwasser - auf die Flasche kommt es
an, lVasserzeichen2l, April 2006, and Wolfram Schwenk: Min-

-

5.

6.

eralwasser Wie Flaschen ihren Inhalt beeinflussen, Wasser'
zeichen 25, November 2006.
More detailed descriptions of the method can be fbund il.r: A,
Wilkens et al. (1995) W'asser verstehen lernen, Herrischried: W.
Schwenk et al. (2001): Schritle zur positiven Charakterisientrtg
de s W as s e r s al s Le b e nsv e r mit t I e r, Herrischried, Germarty.
This method fbllows work of Dorian Schmidt and his rational
research of formative forces. More detailed clescriptions of the
method can be found in: Markus Buchmann: Rildekrafteforschung, in preparation; Dorian Schmidt (2010): Lebenskrcifte
ßildekräfte, Methodische Grundlagen zur ErJbrschung des Lebendigen, Stuttgart; Jürgen Strube (2010) Die Beobachrung des
D e nkens, Dornach, Switzerland.

Projective Geometry

A small group meets weekly in Brighton, currently on Mondays, to explore the laws of the space underlying physical and
living lorces.
Please contact Paul Courtney on 01273 557080 or 01903
961390 or at PaulRC@btinternet"com for fui-ther details.

Welcher Art ist die Wirklichkeit der Atome? 100 Jahre
Bohrisches Atommodell (Atoms: what kind of reality do they
belong to? One hundred hears of the Bohr atomic model)

A

conference

of the Natural Science Section at the

Goetheanum.

Dates: Thursday

4

October

to

Sunday

7 October

2012.

Venue: und Mediziner, Herausgeber des Basis-Lehrbuchs,
Witten/Annen Institut fur Waldorf-Pädagogik, Annener Berg
15, 58454 Wilten, Germany.
Contributors: Peter Buck, Klaus Eiben, Wolfgang Häußler,
Johannes Kühl, Patrick Lang, Martin Rozumek, Wilfried
Sommer, Andreas Strunz, Jan-Peter Meyn, Florian Theilmann,
Ulrich Wunderlin, Axel Zeeck. Cost: 225.AP€ (stLrdents
1

15.00€)

For more infbrmation contact: Naturwissenschaftliche Sek-

tion am Goetheanum, Barbara Schmocker, Postfach - CH4143 Dornach l. Tel. +41-61-1064-210 - Fax -215. science@goetheanum.ch. www.science.goetheanum.org. Download conference programme, speaker profiles and summary
content:
http //www. science. goetheanum. org/fi I eadmin/nws/tagun gen/
Atomi smusTagun gDowrrload.pdf.
:

Reviews
Meetings
UK Group of the Science Section
The Science Section for members of the School of Spirituai
Science who are taking responsibility for the scientiflic work
has been meeting twice a year in autumn and spring.
The next meeting is on Saturday 1Oth November 2012 in the
Festival Rootn, Ruskin Mill College, The Fisheries. Horsley,
Gloucestershire, GL6 OPL.
The Provisional Agenda is; l0:15 for 10:30 Free rendering
of Lesson 3 given by Howard Smith (blue cards needed)l
break; Constructing evolutionary relationships, Judyth Sas.soor?; Introduction to work on circular motion, Gordon l(oolard; Remembering Ron Jarman. Lunch in the caf6; Walk to

Philtrsophie untl Anthroposopltie: Die philosopltische Weltanschsuung Rudo(' Steiners. Grundlegung und Kritik by
Hartmut Traub (Sfuttgart: Kohlhammer, 20 l1). This review
will soorr appear in German in the joumal Die Drei. An Enghsh version crf the review will be produced and published in
due course.

The main merit of Hafimut Traub's recent book is to have
comprehensively situated Steiner's thouglrt within the streatn
of philosophy with which it shares the most intellectual affinity -- Cerman idealism, and paflicularly the works of Johairn
Gottlieb Fichte. On account of its polemical nature, selective
quotes and contradictory theses, Traub's text encourages one
to return to the original writings of Steiner and to compare
them with the works of other philosophers. In addition to his

